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TAX/SEVERANCE TAX
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Reduces the severance tax rate for oil over a certain period of time and specifies the severance tax rate for oil produced
from certain wells
Present law imposes a severance tax rate on most oil produced in the state at 12.5% of value. Wells producing less than 25
barrels per day and at least 50% salt water per day pay one-half the tax rate (incapable wells, 6.25%). Wells producing less
than 10 barrels per day pay one-quarter the tax rate (stripper wells, 3.125%).

Proposed law reduces the full-rate from 12.5% to 8.5% in one-half percent increments by July 1, 2029. The tax rate will be
12% for FY 23, 11.5% for FY 24, 11% for FY 25, 10.5% FY 26, 10% for FY 27, 9.5% for FY 28, 9% for FY 29, and 8.5% for
FY 30 and thereafter. The current tax rates on incapable and stripper wells are retained at 6.25% and 3.125%, respectively.
All other special severance tax rates that are tied to the full rate will be reduced accordingly.
Effective upon governor's signature.
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EXPENDITURE EXPLANATION

The Dept. of Revenue estimates that it will incur some $25,000 of staff time cost to modify the tax administration system to
incorporate the annual tax rate changes in the bill. Some additional costs will occur each year that the bill changes the
severance tax rate. Such costs are typically absorbed by the Dept. initially, but become a component of budget funding as
legislative changes accumulate.
REVENUE EXPLANATION

Based on the current official REC forecasts of mineral revenue, and the FY 22 year-to-date share of severance tax
attributable to oil (59%), the phase-down of the full-rate 12.5% tax rate, as provided in the bill, results in state severance
tax revenue losses of some $9.2 M in FY 24, growing to $37 M by FY 27, and further growing to $74.1 M by FY 31 when the
tax rate phase-down is complete. This revenue loss would be shared with local parish governments through the
constitutional parish severance tax allocation. Parish severance tax allocation losses are estimated at $757,000 in FY 24,
growing to $3.1 M by FY 27, and further growing to $6.1 M by FY 31. The difference between the total severance tax
revenue loss and the parish severance tax allocation loss is the state general fund severance tax loss; ranging from some
$8.4 M in FY 24, growing to $34 M by FY 27, and further growing to $67.9 M by FY 31.
Since production on state lands and waterbottoms pays severance tax as well, and state royalty receipts are adjusted for
their share of the severance tax, the bill’s severance tax reduction results in a relatively small gain in state royalty receipts,
shared with parish governments through the constitutional parish royalty allocation (10% of royalties attributable to
production within each parish). State general fund royalty gains are estimated at some $83,000 in FY 24, growing to
$337,000 by FY 27, and further growing to $673,000 by FY 31. Parish royalty allocation gains are estimated at $8,300 in FY
24, growing to $37,000 by FY 27, and further growing to $75,000 by FY 31. This effect is incorporated into the figures
above.
While a severance tax exemption can increase the rate of return of a potential investment, thus increasing oil and gas
production, research by the LSU Center for Energy Studies finds that total oil and gas production does not have a statistically
significant response to price changes, and thus similarly severance tax rates. Although their research concludes that
severance tax decreases can lead to increased drilling of new wells, reducing the severance tax rate on wells that have
already been drilled, as is proposed in this bill, is unlikely to have a material impact on oil and gas production.
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